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Summary

1. Many ecological and evolutionary studies seek to explain patterns of shape variation and its covariation with

other variables. Geometric morphometrics is often used for this purpose, where a set of shape variables are

obtained from landmark coordinates following a Procrustes superimposition.

2. We introduce geomorph: a software package for performing geometric morphometric shape analysis in the R

statistical computing environment.

3. Geomorph provides routines for all stages of landmark-based geometric morphometric analyses in two and

three-dimensions. It is an open source package to read, manipulate, and digitize landmark data, generate shape

variables via Procrustes analysis for points, curves and surfaces, perform statistical analyses of shape variation

and covariation, and to provide graphical depictions of shapes and patterns of shape variation. An important

contribution of geomorph is the ability to perform Procrustes superimposition on landmark points, as well as

semilandmarks from curves and surfaces.

4. Awide range of statistical methods germane to testing ecological and evolutionary hypotheses of shape varia-

tion are provided. These include standard multivariate methods such as principal components analysis, and

approaches for multivariate regression and group comparison. Methods for more specialized analyses, such as

for assessing shape allometry, comparing shape trajectories, examining morphological integration, and for

assessing phylogenetic signal, are also included.

5. Several functions are provided to graphically visualize results, including routines for examining variation in

shape space, visualizing allometric trajectories, comparing specific shapes to one another and for plotting

phylogenetic changes inmorphospace.

6. Finally, geomorph participates to make available advanced geometric morphometric analyses through the R

statistical computing platform.
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Introduction

The comparison of anatomical features of organisms, and

understanding how variation in those features associates with

variation in other traits, has long been of interest to ecologists

and evolutionary biologists. In recent years, the quantitative

study of anatomical form has matured into the field of mor-

phometrics: the study of shape variation and its covariation

with other variables (Bookstein 1991; Rohlf & Marcus 1993;

Adams, Rohlf & Slice 2004; Zelditch et al. 2004; Adams,Rohlf

& Slice 2013). One common approach to shape analysis, geo-

metric morphometrics (GM), utilizes the coordinates of land-

marks to record the relative positions of morphological points,

boundary curves and surfaces as the basis of shape quantifica-

tion. Geometric morphometric shape analyses are typically

accomplished through a series of steps that can be called the

Procrustes paradigm (Adams, Rohlf & Slice 2013). First, a set

of two- or three-dimensional landmark coordinates are

obtained on each specimen, which record the relative positions

of anatomically-corresponding (or homologous) locations.

Next, a generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA: Gower 1975;

Rohlf & Slice 1990) is used to superimpose the specimens to a

common coordinate system by holding constant variation in

their position, size and orientation (an additional step is

included to standardize points on curves and surfaces:

Bookstein et al. 1999; Gunz, Mitteroecker & Bookstein 2005).

From the Procrustes-aligned coordinates, a set of shape vari-

ables is obtained (Bookstein 1991; Dryden & Mardia 1998;

Rohlf 1999), which can be used in multivariate statistical anal-

yses to address a wide range of biological questions. Finally,

graphicalmethods are used to visualize patterns of shape varia-

tion and facilitate descriptions of shape changes.*Corresponding author. E-mail: dcadams@iastate.edu
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Because geometric morphometric methods provide a more

comprehensive quantification of biological shape as compared

to alternative approaches, their use in ecological and evolu-

tionary studies has increased dramatically in recent years. For

instance, geometric morphometric methods are now com-

monly used in studies of evolutionary quantitative genetics

(Klingenberg, Debat & Roff 2010; Adams 2011; Mart�ınez-

Abad�ıas et al. 2012), to reveal phenotypical changes associated

with species interactions (Adams 2004; Langerhans et al. 2004;

Adams, West & Collyer 2007), to describe patterns of fluctuat-

ing and directional asymmetry (Klingenberg, Barluenga &

Meyer 2002; Schaefer et al. 2006), to identify convergent and

parallel evolution (Stayton 2006; Adams 2010; Adams&Nistri

2010; Piras et al. 2010), to discover phylogenetic and

macroevolutionary trends (Sidlauskas 2008; Klingenberg &

Gidaszewski 2010; Monteiro & Nogueira 2011) and to reveal

ontogenetic patterns in human evolution (Bookstein et al.

2003; Mitteroecker et al. 2004; Mitteroecker & Bookstein

2008), among other applications. Consequently, several soft-

ware packages are now available for applying geometric mor-

phometrics to particular problems. However, freely available

software implementing all of the steps of the Procrustes para-

digm in a single computer package, including the digitization

of specimens and the analysis of both fixed landmarks and slid-

ing semilandmarks in two- and three-dimensions, is generally

lacking.

The purpose of geomorph is to fill this gap. Geomorph

(Adams & Ot�arola-Castillo 2012) is a freely available software

package for performing geometric morphometric shape analy-

sis in the R statistical computing environment. It can be

installed from theComprehensive RArchiveNetwork, CRAN.

In geomorph, routines for all stages of landmark-based geo-

metric morphometric analyses are provided, including: digitiz-

ing landmarks on two and three-dimensional objects; reading

and manipulated landmark data files; generating shape vari-

ables via Procrustes analysis for points, curves and surfaces;

performing statistical analyses of shape variation and covaria-

tion; and providing graphical depictions of shapes and patterns

of shape variation. A variety of statistical methods for shape

analyses germane to ecological and evolutionary studies are

included. Geomorph extends the capabilities of landmark-

based shape analysis in R over prior packages and routines

(e.g. the ‘shapes’ package: Dryden 2012 and Morphometrics

With R: Claude 2008), by incorporating both semilandmark

methods and the digitization of specimens directly within R.

However, because geomorph utilizes previously developed

data structures implemented in these packages, one may com-

bine functions across packages to expand the breadth of shape

analyses available within the R computing environment. Below

we describe some of themajor features of geomorph to demon-

strate some of its functionalities.

Description

The geomorph package is written in the R scientific computing

language (R Development Core Team 2012). The functions in

geomorph are designed to enhance all aspects of a landmark-based

geometric morphometric shape analysis. Currently imple-

mented functions are listed in Table 1, which is arranged by

workflow. In the coming years, we will incorporate additional

functions to further expand the utility of geomorph.

DATA INPUT AND DIGIT IZ ING

Previously digitized landmark data stored as text files in the

*.tps or *.nts formats can be read into geomorph using read-

land.tps, readland.nts, or readmulti.nts. The

resulting data are then stored in R as a three-dimensional array

for subsequent morphometric analyses (p landmarks 9 k

dimensions 9 N specimens). Previously digitized data stored

in other formats (such as those used byMORPHOJ: Klingenberg

2011 and MORPHOLOGIKA: O’Higgins & Jones 1998) may be

read using read.morphologika and the base functions of R

(e.g. read.csv, read.table). The data matrix can then be

converted to a three-dimensional array for use in geomorph

using the function arrayspecs.

A major feature of geomorph is the ability to digitize land-

mark data directly from two- and three-dimensional images in

R (Fig. 1). Digitizing two-dimensional landmarks from a

*.jpeg image is accomplished using the function digitize2d.

For three-dimensional data, digital surface images in the form

of *.ply or *.vrml files may be read into geomorph using

read.ply and read.vrml respectively. From these, the

coordinates of points, curves and surfaces may be digitized

using one or more functions in geomorph (for list of functions

see Table 1). When semilandmarks on surfaces are desired,

these points are digitized using a template (following Gunz,

Mitteroecker & Bookstein 2005). Here, a set of fixed land-

marks are first digitized on a specimen; then a series of equally

spaced points are identified mathematically, and treated as a

semilandmarks representing the shape of the surface (using the

function buildtemplate). The remaining specimens are

then digitized by matching this template to their surface scans

using the function digitsurface, which allows for a one-to-

one correspondence between semilandmarks across specimens.

Finally, because geometric morphometric analyses require that

all specimens have the same set of landmarks, incomplete spec-

imens require some additional treatment. For incomplete spec-

imens the function estimate.missing can be used to

estimate the location of missing landmarks. This function

implements thin-plate spline interpolation (following Gunz

et al. 2009), which maps the locations of landmarks on a com-

plete specimen to their corresponding locations on the speci-

men with missing landmarks. This approach is particularly

useful for biological disciplines where missing landmarks and

partial specimens are common; such as palaeontology, archae-

ology and biological anthropology.

PROCRUSTES SUPERIMPOSIT ION AND DATA ANALYSIS

The workhorse of geometric morphometrics is GPA, which

superimposes specimens to a common coordinate system by

holding constant variation in their position, size, and orienta-

tion. In geomorph, GPA is accomplished using the function

© 2013 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2013 British Ecological Society, Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 4, 393–399
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gpagen. Importantly, gpagen is a general function which

can be used to superimpose sets of landmark as well as semi-

landmarks, the latter of which can be used to capture the shape

of boundary curves and of surfaces. Here an additional step is

incorporated into the Procrustes algorithm where semiland-

marks on curves are slid along their tangent vectors, and semi-

landmarks on surfaces are slid within their tangent planes,

until their positions minimize the shape difference between

specimens (based on either Procrustes distance [the default] or

bending energy: Bookstein 1997; Bookstein et al. 1999; Gunz,

Mitteroecker & Bookstein 2005; Rohlf 2010). Aligned speci-

mens can then be projected into a linear tangent space for sub-

sequent statistical analysis using the option Proj = TRUE.

A number of functions in geomorph provide statistical

assessment of patterns of shape variation. For instance, plot-

TangentSpace performs a principal components analysis of

the shape data and provides a graphical view of the resulting

scatter. Hypothesis-testing for ANOVA and regression models is

accomplished in procD.lm, which uses the Procrustes

distances among specimens to quantify explained and

Table 1. Major functions of the geomorph package

Function name Description

Data Input, DataCollection, andData Preparation Functions

arrayspecs Convert landmark data

matrix into array (p 9 k 9 N)

buildtemplate Build 3D surface template

curves2d Select points to ‘slide’ along

two-dimensional curves

digit.curves Select points to ‘slide’ along

three-dimensional curves

digit.fixed Digitize fixed 3D landmarks only

digitize2d Digitize 2D landmarks

digitsurface Digitize 3Dfixed landmarks and

surface semilandmarks

editTemplate Edit 3D template

estimate.missing Estimate locations ofmissing

landmarks using the

thin-plate spline

read.ply Read landmark data from ply files

read.vrml Read landmark data from vrml files

readland.nts Read landmark data from nts file

readland.tps Read landmark data from tps file

read.morphologika Read 3D landmark data from

Morphologika file

readmulti.nts Read landmark data from

multiple nts files

two.d.array Convert (p 9 k 9 N) data array

into 2Ddatamatrix

DataAnalysis Functions

compare.modular.partitions Comparemodular signal to

alternative landmark subsets

gpagen Generalized Procrustes analyis of

points, curves, and surfaces

morphol.integr Quantifymorphological integration

between twomodules

mshape Estimatemean shape for a set of

aligned specimens

physignal Assessing phylogenetic signal in

morphometric data

procD.lm Procrustes ANOVA/regression for

shape data

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example of landmark digitizing from three-dimensional image (data from Serb et al. 2011). (a) A surface scan of a scallop, read into R as a

*.ply file. (b) A set of digitized points obtained from the surface scan. Here, 15 points were digitized along the edge of the specimen (red), and 100

equally-spaced semilandmark surface points (blue) were then obtained using the functiondigitsurface.

Table 1. (continued)

Function name Description

trajectory.analysis Quantify and compare shape change

trajectories

Plots andGraphical Functions

plotAllometry Plot allometric patterns in landmark

data

plotAllSpecimens Plot landmark coordinates for all

specimens

plotGMPhyloMorphoSpace Plot phylogenetic tree and specimens

in tangent space

plotRefToTarget Plot shape differences between a

reference and target specimen

plotspec Plot 3D specimen, fixed landmarks

and surface semilandmarks

plotTangentSpace Plot specimens in tangent space
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unexplained components of shape variation, which are statisti-

cally evaluated via permutation (Goodall 1991). Comparisons

of trajectories of shape change or motion paths may be

obtained using trajectory.analysis (Adams & Cerney

2007; Adams & Collyer 2009), and patterns of morphological

integration explored using the functions morphol.integr

and compare.modular.partitions. Recent methods

for assessing phylogenetic signal in morphometric data

(Klingenberg & Gidaszewski 2010) are implemented in phy-

signal. Finally, because R is a statistical computing language,

the function arrayspecs can be used to reformat the shape

data to a matrix of specimens by variables, so that other statis-

tical routines in Rmay be utilized.

GRAPHICS AND VISUALIZATION

Geomorph provides numerous functions for visualizing the

results of shape analyses for both two-dimensional and three-

dimensional data. For instance, one can visualize the shape

changes between two specimens, as either landmark displace-

ments or thin-plate spline deformation grids, with the function

plotRefToTarget. Evolutionary changes in shape along a

phylogeny can be viewed in shape space using plotGMPhy-

loMorphoSpace, and changes as a function of size (i.e. allo-

metric trajectories) may be viewed using the function

plotAllometry. Other visualization options are described

in Table 1.

EXAMPLES

Here we provide several illustrative examples to demonstrate

the use of geomorph. All examples can be reproduced using

the data that come with the package. First, we load geomorph

in R:

>library(geomorph)

Next, we call the data set ‘plethoodon’, and plot the origi-

nal landmark data (Fig. 2a):

>data(plethodon)

>plotAllSpecimens(plethodon$land)

We then perform a Procrustes superimposition and plot the

aligned landmark coordinates. In this case, the resulting shape

variables are stored as a data frame ‘Y.gpa’ and graphical

links between landmarks (included in the data set ‘pleth-

odon’) are plotted to aid visual interpretation (Fig. 2b).

>Y.gpa<-gpagen(plethodon$land)#GPA-alignment

plotAllSpecimens(Y.gpa$coords,links=plethodon

$links)

If sliding semilandmarks are included, additional parame-

ters of gpagen must be specified. This can be seen in the fol-

lowing example, using three-dimensional landmark data

(Fig. 2C):

>data(scallops)

>Y.gpa2<-gpagen(A=scallops$coorddata,

curves=scallops$curvslide,

surfaces=scallops$surfslide)

Next, we will perform several additional analyses that relate

to particular biological hypotheses. First, to visualize patterns

of shape variation in shape space we perform a principal com-

ponents analysis:

>plotTangentSpace(Y.gpa$coords)

The resulting plot of the first two dimensions of tangent

space explains 67% of the total shape variation, and reveals

several distinct clusters of specimens, implying that shape

differences may be present (Fig. 3a). Indeed, for this data

example, specimens represent two species in two distinct envi-

ronments and a statistical evaluation using MANOVA reveals sig-

nificant shape differences between species, between sites and in

the interaction between the two factors:

>y<-two.d.array(Y.gpa$coords)

>procD.lm(y~plethodon$species*plethodon$site,

iter=99)

[1]Nospecimennamesinresponsematrix.Assuming

specimensinsameorder.

df SS.obs MS P.val

plethodon$species 1 0�02925784 0�02925784 0�001
plethodon$site 1 0�06437484 0�06437484 0�001
plethodon$species
:plethodon$site

1 0�03088502 0�03088502 0�001

Total 39 0�19693973 NA NA

The shape differences between groupmean can be visualized

graphically, by obtaining the average landmark coordinates

for each group and the overall mean, and plotting the differ-

ences as thin-plate spline transformation grids:

>ref<-mshape(Y.gpa$coords)

>gp1.mn<-mshape(Y.gpa$coords[,,1:20])

>plotRefToTarget(ref,gp1.mn,mag=2,

links=plethodon$links)

Here, the shape differences have been amplified by a factor

of two to aid in the description of shape differences and facili-

tate biological interpretation (Fig. 3b).

Multivariate patterns of allometry can also be visualized,

using one of three visualization options (Mitteroecker et al.

2004; Drake & Klingenberg 2008; Adams & Nistri 2010). The

example data set ‘rats’ can be used to illustrate the approach

(Fig. 3c):

>data(rats)

>rat.gpa<-gpagen(ratland)

>plotAllometry(rat.gpa$coords,rat.gpa$Csize,

method=CAC)

This data set exhibits significant allometry, as is found from

multivariate regression:

>procD.lm(two.d.array(rat.gpa$coords)~rat.gpa

$Csize,iter=999)

[1]Nospecimennamesinresponsematrix.Assuming

specimensinsameorder.

df SS.obs MS P.val

rat.gpa$Csize 1 0�6403531 0�6403531 0�001
Total 163 0�8423871 NA NA

As a final example, onemay combine phylogenetic data with

shape data to estimate the degree of phylogenetic signal in

© 2013 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2013 British Ecological Society, Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 4, 393–399
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Plot of landmark data (a) before and (b) after Procrustes superimposition obtained using the functions plotAllSpecimens (a) and gpa-
gen (b). Data represent head shape based on landmarks on 40 salamander specimens from the genus Plethodon (subset of data originally described

in: Adams 2004, 2010). (c) A plot of superimposed scallop specimens represented by three-dimensional landmark coordinates.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Example of some of the graphical output from geomorph. (a) Principal components plot of shape variation using the function plotTan-
gentSpace, (b) shape differences between the average (reference) and a target specimen displayed as a thin-plate spline deformation grid from the

function plotRefToTarget, (c) allometric trajectories viewed as the common allometric component (CAC: Mitteroecker et al. 2004) versus size

using the function plotAllometry, (d) projection of phylogeny into shape space for viewing evolutionary shape changes obtained with the func-

tionphysignal.
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shape. This function provides a view of shape space with the

phylogeny superimposed (Fig. 3d):

>data(plethspecies)

>Y.gpa<-gpagen(plethspecies$land)#GPA-

alignment

>physignal(plethspecies$phy,Y.gpa$coords,

iter=99)

$phy.signal

[1]0�002659967
$pvalue

[1]0�02
Additional examples illustrating how to implement other

functions are found in the geomorph help files.

Conclusions

The past several decades have seen a major increase in the

development and use of landmark-based geometric morpho-

metric methods in ecological and evolutionary studies. During

this same time, the R statistical language has become the stan-

dard platform for statistical and computational analyses in

many biological disciplines. The package geomorph leverages

both of these advances by providing comprehensive software

for performing the latest morphometric shape analyses in R.

Users may read, manipulate and digitize two- and three-

dimensional landmark data within R, generate shape variables

from landmark and semilandmark data, perform statistical

analyses to address ecological and evolutionary hypotheses

and obtain graphical depictions of shapes and patterns of

shape variation. Importantly, geomorph can perform Procrus-

tes superimposition on landmark points, and semilandmarks

on curves and surfaces in two or three dimensions, providing a

more comprehensive quantification and analysis of biological

shape variation. Full descriptions of all geomorph functions,

as well as examples of their use, are available from the online

help files.

CITATION OF GEOMORPH

Scientists using geomorph in a published paper should cite this

article. Users can also cite the phytools package directly. Cita-

tion information can be obtained by typing:

>citation(geomorph)atthecommandprompt.
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